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UM01FBBS02 - COMMUNICATION SKILLS - I  
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Q.1   
(A) Discuss in detal the opening of the play 'All my sons".   [10] 
(B) Write short note on - Joe Keller. [05] 

 OR  

Q.1   
(A) Examine the relationship between Chris Keller &  Ann Deever.  [10] 
(B) Write a short note on - Kate Kellers. [05] 

   
   

Q.2   
(A) Discuss in detail the process of communication with appropriate 

diagram. 
[15] 

 OR  

Q.2   
(B) Discuss the definition of communication & Importance of 

Communication in Business. 
[15] 

   
   

Q.3    
(A) Fill in the blanks. [09] 

 1. I never make my servant ________ my shoes. (to polish)  
 2. Do you know who ______ our National Anthem ? (write)  
 3. She ______ ill since Sunday. (be)  
 4. The medicine ______ before he took it. (check)  
 5. Run, Robbers ______ . (come)  
 6. Keep silence. Our principal ______ our papers now. (examine)  
 7. I found my lost pen, when I ______ to the staff room. (go)  
 8. A ______ face attracts everybody. (smile)  
 9. Play some games _______ your health. (improve)  

(B) Write a paragraph on the following: [06] 
  Man is known by the company he keeps.  

 OR  

Q.3   
(A) Fill in the blanks: [09] 

 1. Mr. Walia _______ English in our class. (teach)  
 2. The teachers _______ tea, in the staff-room because it is 

 recess time. (take)  
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 3. Rani _______ her doll, so she is crying. (break)  
 4. The passengers ____ for the train for the last two hours. (wait)  
 5. The police _______ me on my way home last night. (stop)  
 6. Rayan _______ H.S.C. in 2010. (pass)  
 7. Saurabh _______ his hands when the telephone rang. (wash)  
 8. We _______ the house next Sunday. (clean)  
 9. Lata _______ gazals tomorrow. (sing)  

(B) Write a paragraph on the following: [06] 
 Love of Books  
   
   

Q.4   
(A) Give one word substitute for the each of the following :  [09] 

 1. Murder of one self-  
 2. Yearly return of a particular date -  
 3. Legal separation between husband and wife -  
 4. One who is all powerful -  
 5. Additional payment -  
 6. A person who keeps secret watch -  
 7. A women whose husband is dead -  

(B) Fill in the blanks with appropriate phrasal verbs : (on account of, 
jumped out, climbing up, looking for) 

[04] 

 1. He _______ of his bed in horror.   
 2. She could not walk _______ this she didn't take part in any of 

 the activities in school.  
 

 3. Rahul is _______to the window.  
 4. I am _______ my important file.  

(C) Match A  with B - idiomatic expression with their meaning: [04] 
   A        B  
 1) Bite one's lip   -  Near  
 2) No matter   -  Almost fell on  
 3) Round the corner  -  Not to bother  
 4) Stumble Over   -  to show confusion of mind  

        through a particular action 
 

 OR  

Q.4   
(A) One word substitute : [07] 

 1) Bring down things from another country.  
 2) A lady whose husband is died.   
 3) That which can not be corrected.  
 4) A person who can not read or write.  
 5) A life history of a person written by another.  
 6) Hate for mankind.   
 7) One who is eighty years old.  
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(B) Match the following words with their synonyms: [04] 
   A    B  
 1) Stroll  1) Accident  
 2) Casualty  2) Desire  
 3) Longing  3) Very cheerful  
 4) Hilarious  4) Walked leisurely  

(C) Match A - B (Antonyms) [04] 
   A    B  
 1) Rigid  1) Admire  
 2) Hurry  2) Boastfully  
 3) Modestly  3) Delay  
 4) Abuse  4) Flexible  
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